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Overview
This manual describes the functionality and workflows for the SBD (sleep breath disorder) analysis tasks that
involve the whole examination data presentation and editing and which are available within the context of
the overall Osascan service rendering. That context is described in the Administration Manual for Clinics.
The following document assumes that the examination has been successfully rendered and conducted, and
that the role of the user makes them authorized to access the examination and update its status respectively.
Within the Clinic this implies that the user is the assigned Physician for that examination.
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The rest of this document is organized into sections grouped as shown in the following schema:
ACCESS THE EXAMINATION
Open the
Examination
(from the
Examinations
queue)

Manage
Examination
Settings

SET ANALYSIS TIME BOUNDARIES
Set
Analysis Time
Start

Set
Analysis Time
End

Mark
Artifacts

BROWSE EXAMINATION

MODIFY ANNOTATIONS

ADD DATA

Read the Overview
Add
Measurement

Add Artifact

Modify Artifact
Browse Examination Record

Create
Event
Annotation

Adjust the Chart View

Modify
Event
Annotation

Browse the Summary

CONCLUDE EXAMINATION
Claim
Compaint

Create Report
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Conventions used in this document
The functionality is described according to the tasks distinguished in the above diagram. The functionality is
highly integrated allows for different sequences of work. However, to ease the navigation across the manual,
the functionality has been partitioned into the following groups:
1. Access the Examination
2. Browse the Examination
3. Add Data
4. Edit Examination Data
5. Conclude the Examination
Each task begins with the description of its core steps and is illustrated with a screenshot. Next the remaining
functionalities related to it are presented.
The user roles – e.g. Physician, Registration, as well as some problem domain concepts – e.g. Clinic are
written with capital letter.
Within the description the following special purpose sections are introduced to present important guidance,
warning or rules.
Provides the answers to frequent questions or productivity hints

Gives important warnings essential for assuring data consistency and diagnostic
accuracy

Explains the various rules implemented into the tool including the privilege system, data
modification constraints, workflow constraints or another business rules

Provides references to other related parts of the user documentation

Indications for use
Osascan is a telemedical system, available via web application, used for analysis (manual scoring with
support of automatic algorithms), display, summarization, report generation and networking of data received
from recorder devices used to categorize sleep related events that help aid in the diagnosis of sleep
breathing disorders.

General product characteristic
Osascan consists of two modules: an administrative module and a descriptive module.
The administrative module is used to organize, manage and plan SBD examinations in medical clinics. It
contains records of patients, physicians, devices, patients, examinations, clinics and their billings.
The descriptive module accepts patient’s SBD data registered by Infoscan Rejestrator MED device in form of
signals. It is suitable to cooperate with SBD recorders providing the following signals:
 PLETH – plethysmographic signal
 SpO2 – blood oxygen saturation
 PR – pulse rate
 AF - air flow (nose, mouth)
 SND – snoring sound
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 AM – abdomen movement signal (X, Y, Z axes)
 CM – chest movement signal (X, Y, Z axes)
 BP – body position
 ECG – one channel of electrocardiographic signal
On provided signals, an analysis is performed. It allows to calculate the following parameters:
 TST - total sleep time
 T90 - percentage of the examination time when the saturation level is lower than 90%
 AI - apnoea index
 HI - hypopnoea index
 AHI - apnoea-hypopnoea index
 ODI - oxygen desaturation index
 Max OD - maximum oxygen desaturation
 DC - desaturation coefficient
 SCF – saturation change factor
 SI – snore index
The results are shown to an operating physician and the physician is able to adjust obtained annotations
using an online interface. Finally, the physician can generate a report containing examination results and a
descriptive summary.

Hardware and software requirements
The proper software configuration and sufficient hardware resources are especially important for the SBD
Module due to the high volume of data processed and sophisticated user interface functionality. Hence it is
important to meet the following minimum requirements.

Hardware configuration
The minimum memory requirement is 8GB available to the browser, although the recommended amount is
16GB or more.
For proper presentation of data the screen resolution of 1440x900 pixels or higher is required.

Software configuration
For proper functioning of the SBD Analysis module it is require to use Google Chrome browser in the most
recent or next to the most recent release. Allowing automatic updates of the browser software is hence
recommended.
After successful login the basic check of the user agent will be performed. In case of
unsupported kind or version of the browser a message will be shown.

Invalid configuration of the client environment, particularly the WWW browser software
may cause improper behaviour affecting the quality of data presentation or data
updates integrity
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1. Access the Examination
This group of functionality includes invoking the SBD analysis environment and accessing the whole content
of a given examination’s data as well as the ability to reset the examination by reverting all the data changes
or additions made.

1.1.

Open the Examination

The examinations assigned to you in your Physician role that have been processed and provided with
technical interpretation are presented in your Examinations list with the “add to queue” command links.
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The examinations added appear in the queue view in the order of their addition. Within that view you can
reorder them through a drag&drop action on the ordering control:

The resulting sequence will determine the order in which the examinations will be presented in the SBD
panel when you navigate back and forth through their list.
Apart from reordering you may also remove examination from the queue to cancel its download and exclude
it from the current session.
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After at least one examination is fully downloaded, the Open SBD panel command becomes available:

The successful opening operation invokes the functionality described in the Browse the
Examination section.
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1.2.

Navigate Examinations and Manage Examination Settings

After invoking the SBD panel you may (1) navigate within the sequence of downloaded examinations or
return if necessary (2) to the Examination queue or (3) to the Examination list. Here you may also invoke (4)
the Settings view.
1

1

2
3

4

Within the Settings view you can check the analysis parameters applied to that examination (read-only) or to
alter the user interface color scheme (dark vs light) (1).
If you have made some changes to the examination during one of previous sessions, they would not be
covered with the change tracking and reverting (undo / redo) functionality. You may however invoke the
Dismiss my changes command (2). This will restore the examination into the state as it was submitted after
the technical interpretation.

1

2

There are several levels at which the analysis parameters can be defined, including the
Clinic level, Physician’s defaults, Physician’s defaults for particular patient and custom
settings for the Examination. Their setting is described in the Common functionality – Clinic
manual.

Analysis settings cannot be altered for an examination after it has been ordered and
started
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2. Set Analysis Time Boundaries
Before performing a more detailed analysis of the recording, you may want to set or alter the boundaries
determining the actual diagnostic time. This involves setting the start and end timepoints for the analysis and
marking an arbitrary amount of artifact fragments between those points.
This step is performed in the SBD Panel’s initial view which is the Overview tab.
A more precise artifact marking will be possible during subsequent steps, using the
Examination Record tab.

2.1.

Set Analysis Time Start

By default, after entering the examination overview, the view is set into the Set Start Point mode:
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After clicking the desired timepoint at the chart (1) the mode changes automatically into Set End Point (2):
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2.2.

Set Analysis Time End

Set or alter the end point by clicking on the chart (1). Now the view switches to Mark Artifacts mode (2):

2.3.

Mark Artifacts

After performing the above steps you may use the Mari Artifacts mode by performing click&drag against the
chart. Note that this step is intended to deal with the longest or most noticeable artifact fragments. The
remaining annotations including artifacts marking can be performed in the Signal tab.
Artifacts can also be edited within the Signal tab where a more detailed, scalable view is
available.
Working in the Mark Artifacts mode you may also:
1. Alter artifact’s boundaries by performing click&drag against one of its borders
2. Delete artifact – by selecting it with left mouse button click (or selecting several artifacts at once with
Shift + left mouse button) and invoking Delete artifact command from contextual menu or using a
keyboard shortcut del
Partial or complete selection of an existing event with artifact marking will cause
deletion of that event

Apart from the abovementioned default sequence, you may switch the modes manually
if some further corrections of the timeframe become necessary.
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3. Browse the Examination
This section groups the read-only SBD examination analysis functionalities. Some data alteration or addition
functions are available from these views, however they have been described in two next sections.
The screen is divided into 6 tabs you can navigate through in arbitrary order either by clicking them or by
using a keyboard shortcut:
Overview
1
Signal
2
Summary
3

3.1.

Read the Overview

The Overview tab is the starting point in navigation through the examination data.
The initial steps performed in that view have been described in the previous section Set Analysis Time
Boundaries. Apart from them, the view allows to review the basic data on the patient and examination
accompanied with examination time wide charts for:
 Air Flow (AF)
 Saturation (SpO2)
 Pulse Rate (PR)
 Events (Obstructive Apnea (O), Mixed Apnea (M), Central Apnea (C) and Hypopnea (H)
 Body Position (Back (B), Abdominal (A), Left Side (L), Right Side (R), Sitting/Standing (S))
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The Events chart can be configured by showing / hiding particular event types (1).
Moving cursor along the charts’ timeline shows the linear head drawn across all charts with readings of the
current timepoint and the values for particular charts (2).
The view in this tab is not scalable and its annotation functionality is limited to artifact marking.
Also the aggregated numerical data calculated for the full examination time are listed. Placing a cursor over a
label invokes a tooltip (3) containing the given parameter’s definition and / or its full name.

The browsing functionality available in the detailed view is described in the Use the
Detailed View sub-section which also provides further references its data modification
and addition functionalities.
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3.2.

Browse Examination Record

The SBD recording tab offers the time-scalable view of the examination record and the complete event
editing functionality.
The charts included in that view use two timescales:
a) The detailed charts – including Air Flow, Saturation, Abdomen Movement, Chest Movement, Pulse
Rate, Sound – shows by default 5 minutes of signal per screen,
b) The navigational chart at the bottom of the screen (combining Air Flow, Saturation, Body Position,
Time) – shows full timespan of the examination when clicked (1) redraws the detailed charts in their
current scale, centered around the timepoint clicked.
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The detailed charts visualize, apart from respective value plots the following events:
 Precedent Events: Obstructive Apnea (O), Mixed Apnea (M), Central Apnea (C), Hypopnea (H) –
shown as color-encoded block across all the detailed charts
 Related Events: Desaturation – shown as blocks over the Saturation (SpO2) chart.
The remaining related events (Chest Movement, Abdomen Movement) although the
subject of algorithmic analysis, are not explicitly marked onto respective charts.
When moving the cursor along the time axis, a linear head across all the charts is shown with labels
representing the current values of the respective charts.
For a local navigation – use the Hand mode (2), which allow to move the charts along the timeline using
click&drag.
Yet another mean of navigating the charts is provided by keyboard shortcuts (note that some of them
require indicating current event by clicking it over a chart):
Modifier
Key
Navigation
Ctrl + Shift
arrow right one page right
Ctrl + Shift
arrow left
one page left
arrow right previous event
arrow left
one page left
Ctrl + Alt
arrow right previous event of the same type
Ctrl + Alt
arrow left
one page left

3.3.

Adjust the Chart View

The set of detailed charts shown can be configured by checking (1) or unchecking (2) the “show” control next
to particular chart label.
For the Air Flow chart you may choose between the (default) aggregate chart and the set of separate charts
(3) for each duct (mouth, left nasal canal, right nasal canal).
The detailed charts can be scaled with respect to the time and value axes by entering the Zoom mode (4):
 The time zooming affects all the detailed charts at once and can be altered by performing click&drag
along the horizontal axis over arbitrary chart.
 The value zooming can be performed independently for individual charts – the subject of the zooming
will be determined by the cursor location when performing click&drag.
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3.4.

Browse the Summary

The main purpose of the Summary tab is to aggregate the examination data and to offer more detailed
summary of numerical values. This view is organized similarly to the Report document hence serves as a kind
of a preview for it.
The numerical values are provided, where applicable with normal range compliance indicators (1).
Similarly like in case of the Overview tab, you can show hints related with particular parameters listed (2).
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Particular sections allow collapsing and extending them by clicking a control next to the section label (3). This
should not be confused with the “Include in the report” checkbox (3) – described in the section Create
Report.

2
1
3

4
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4. Add Data
This section describes the functionalities that produce additional data content in the examination while not
altering the existing information. This currently includes the following:
 Attaching a measurement object (“ruler”) onto a given fragment of the recording;
All the actions described in this section are covered by the change tracking mechanism. Within the current
session you may perform Undo (1) and Redo (2) operations using the icons at the top of the window or using
the keyboard shortcuts:
Undo
Ctrl+Z
Redo
Ctrl+Shift+Z
1

4.1.

2

Add Measurement

The measurement object can be applied onto the charts in the Examination Record tab. This creates a
persistent object associated with particular fragment of particular channel of signal data. To activate the
measure mode click the Ruler control:

The measurement is applied with click&drag over the desired chart. The resulting reading includes the
duration [s] and value difference between the chart points indicated:

The ruler can be deleted by clicking it with left mouse button.
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5. Modify Annotations
This section covers the actions to be taken in case the current state of the examination (which depending on
your role in the process either the algorithm processing output or the result of interpreter work) demands
further corrections. Those modifications are performed in the Examination Record tab. The following
annotations are available for direct updates:
 Artifact markings;
 Precedent Events: Obstructive Apnea (O), Mixed Apnea (M), Central Apnea (C), and Hypopnea (H)
events
 Related Events: Desaturation events.
The above modifications shall trigger the recalculation of values in the Overview and Summary views.
All the actions described in this section are covered by the change tracking mechanism. Within the current
session you may perform Undo (1) and Redo (2) operations using the icons at the top of the window or using
the keyboard shortcuts:
Undo
Ctrl+Z
Redo
Ctrl+Shift+Z
1

2

All the actions described below require entering the Selection mode (1). Now the legend fields in the top of
the view (2), apart from serving as the chart legend, may also be used as type setting controls when the type
of an event is to be altered.

2

1

When in the Selection mode, you may temporarily activate the panning (Hand) mode by
pressing and holding Space key

5.1.

Add Artifact

To add an artifact marking:
1) make sure the view is in the Selection mode
2) perform click&drag on the desired timespan anywhere on the detailed chart area
3) set the type of the newly created block to Artifact. This can be done by:
a. a keyboard shortcut a
b. clicking an “Artifact” type selection control atop the chart
c. selecting “Artifact” with the contextual menu invoked over the newly added block
If the artifact created covers an existing event, the data of that event will be excluded
from the Overview and Summary data during their immediate recalculation

Partial or complete selection of an existing event with artifact marking will cause
deletion of that event
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5.2.

Modify Artifact

An existing artifact can be modified in terms of its timespan. Simply click&drag a border of the artifact block
to change its start or end timepoint.
Partial or complete selection of an existing event with artifact marking will cause
deletion of that event

Multiple artifacts can be selected using Shift + click and become the subject of the single
removal operation.
Artifact can be also deleted. This requires:
1) Selecting the artifact
2) Invoking the Delete command by either:
a. keyboard shortcut del
b. clicking a Delete command button atop the chart:

c. selecting “Delete” with the contextual menu invoked over the block selected
The resize or creation of an artifact is allowed to fully or partially cover the timespan of
another neighbor artifact. This will result in combining the covered artifacts into one
being the sum of their timespans.

5.3.

Add Event

Adding an event can be performed analogously to adding artifact. However, a special convention can be used
in order to avoid manual setting the event type. In order to immediately assign the desired event type, draw
the event block (with click&drag over the desired timespan) over a particular chart:
a) to mark the Obstructive Apnea (O) => on the Air Flow chart
b) to mark the Mixed Apnea (M) => on the Chest Movement chart,
c) to mark the Central Apnea (C) => on the Abdomen Movement chart,
d) to mark the Hypopnea (H) => on the Pulse Rate chart,
e) to mark the Desaturation => on the Saturation chart
Of course, you may also ignore the convention and override the defaults with explicit type setting:
1) perform click&drag on the desired timespan anywhere on the detailed chart area
2) set the type of the newly created block to the desired event type. This can be done by:
a. a keyboard shortcut:
Obstructive Apnea
o
Mixed Apnea
m
Central Apnea
c
Hypopnea
h
Desaturation
d
b. clicking the desired type selection control atop the chart
c. selecting the desired type with the contextual menu invoked over the newly added block




Note that the system’s validation rules prevent defining an apnea event that partially or
fullly covers another apnea event of different kind. In this case, to prevent inconsistency:
the respective type assignment commands will be blocked
instead of the default event type the newly created event will get the Unassigned type
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5.4.

Modify Event

An existing event can be modified in terms of its timespan. Simply click&drag a border of the event block to
change its start or end timepoint.
The event type can be changed provided the new type does not conflict with the validity rules.
a) select the event
b) set the type of the newly created block to the desired event type. This can be done by:
a. a keyboard shortcut:
Obstructive Apnea
o
Mixed Apnea
m
Central Apnea
c
Hypopnea
h
Desaturation
d
b. clicking the desired type selection control atop the chart
c. selecting the desired type with the contextual menu invoked over the newly added block
Event can be also deleted. This requires:
1) Selecting the event
2) Invoking the Delete command by either:
a. keyboard shortcut del
b. clicking a Delete command button atop the chart:

c. selecting “Delete” with the contextual menu invoked over the event selected
Multiple events can be selected using Shift + click and become the subject of the single
removal or type change operation.

The resize or creation of an event is allowed to fully or partially cover the timespan of
another neighbor event of the same type. This will result in combining the two artifacts
into one being the sum of their timespans.
On the other hand, such coverage is not allowed for events of different types or when extending
an event over an artifact timespan.
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6. Conclude the Examination
The actions described in this section affect the examination status towards either considering it Approved or
Complained.

6.1.

Create Report

The report can be created in the Summary tab.

Before invoking the report creation, use the controls to decide, whether to:
1) include the histogram charts section in the report;
2) include particular histogram charts in the report;
For the remaining sections of the Summary only the section-wide selection (include / not include section in
the report) is available.
After selecting the content to include, invoke the Generate report command:
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Now, in the dialog box you may complete the textual description / diagnosis to be included in the report.
Predefined, language-specific templates are available that provide automatically retrieved summary data.
You first need to choose the template name (1) and then the template language version (2). Invoke Paste to
description command (3) to include the template text embedded with numerical values calculated for the
examination.

1

2

3

4

You may compose the description field by pasting and altering or completing several
templates of the same or different language versions.
After pasting the desired template content you may alter it and add your own comments or diagnosis. When
you are satisfied with the description, press the Generate report button (4).
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Allow a few seconds when the document preview is generated. Now you should be able to browse the
prospective report in its final form. If no further changes are needed – choose Submit:
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Creating the first report for an examination shall update the examination status into
Approved.
The report is generated into a PDF document and downloaded.
The report will now be also available for future reference outside the SBD Tool where it
can be downloaded in a selected language version (which refers to the summary and
chart labels since the Description is always presented as is.

6.2.

Claim Complaint

In case you encounter the interpretation flaws or significant signal quality problems that make stating the
diagnosis impossible, enter the Settings view and choose the Report a complaint button.

Make sure to describe the complaint subject and confirm the complaint reporting.

It is recommended that you contact the Customer Care before sending the Complaint, in
order to check whether the problem does not result from some other technical factors
and if it is actually unrecoverable.
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Keyboard shortcut sheet
CATEGORY

COMMAND

CONTROLLING THE PANEL

Undo

ctrl/⌘

z

Redo

ctrl/⌘ + shift

z

toggle the color scheme

ctrl/⌘ + shift

i

TABS

OVERVIEW

EXAMINATION RECORD

NAVIGATION

MODIFIER

SHORTCUT

Overview

1

Examination Record

2

Summary

3

Set Start Point mode
Set End Point mode
Mark Artifacts (Selection) mode
Selection mode
Zoom mode
Temporary panning mode
Measure ("ruler") mode
Delete event / artifact
Set Obstructive Apnea event type
Set Mixed Apnea event type
Set Central Apnea event type
Set Hypopnea event type
Set Desaturation event type
Set as artifact
Set as snoring
Next event of the type
Previous event of the type
Next event
Previous event
One page forward
One page back

ctrl/⌘ b
ctrl/⌘ e
q
q
z
space
r
del
o
m
c
h
d
a
s
ctrl/⌘ + alt arrow right
ctrl/⌘ + alt arrow left
arrow right
arrow left
ctrl/⌘ + shift arrow right
ctrl/⌘ + shift arrow left
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Technical Parameters
Precision
The range and accuracy of signals displayed in the system depends on parameters of the recorder device.
The system does not process signals before displaying them or distorts them.
Parameters presented in examination summary are given in units of time with an accuracy of seconds, the
remaining parameters are given with an accuracy of 2 decimal places.
Shelf life
System shelf life is 3 months due to declared support for the last two versions of Google Chrome browser.

Symbols
The following section contains a description of symbols that may be located on either the Osascan Label
or in documentation accompanying the system
Class II a

User Manual (please read)

Follow the instruction manual

European CE Conformity Marking (according to MDD 93/42/EEC)

Date of production

Manufacturer

Information about system

Osascan V1.0.0 April 2019

Information about producer

Infoscan S.A.
17 Rejtana St. apt. 16
02-516 Warsaw
phone: 22 188 18 63
e-mail: info@infoscan.pl
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